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PRINCIPAL’S REFLECTION - KERRY TAIT 

The community of Narbethong would like to acknowledge and pay our deepest respect to 
the Traditional Custodians of the lands on which our school rests and learning takes 
place, the Yugura and Turribal nations of Meanjin. We pay respect to the Elders – past, 
present and emerging – for they hold the memories, traditions and culture of this land. 
We uphold the honour of using the Aboriginal word ‘Narbethong’ which means ‘Happy 
Place’ for our school name. 

 

This term, as the proud Principal of Narbethong, I am following the five key Principal 
Professional Practices to move from a School of Greatness to a School of Excellence: 

1. Leading teaching and learning 
I have been asking powerful questions of our teams, mentors and teachers 
about what are our next steps to improve the learning outcomes for our 
students. 
Monitoring the progress of the School Improvement Priorities for 2021. 

2. Developing self and others  
I completed an 18 month leadership course and the Principal Induction. 
Staff have completed Orientation and Mobility seminars, beginner Auslan 
training, Deaf Blind sessions, Workplace Health and Safety training, annual 
developing performance plans and special education curriculum cluster focus 
days, Queensland Assoc of Special Education Leaders conference and Statewide 
Services Vision Impairment specific skill seminars. 
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2016 TRIVIA NIGHT 
 
 

 

 

 

 

   

Resourcing to improve facilities – painting peeling rails, trimming trees, replacing old flooring, replacing 
crumbling shelves across the main building classrooms, making the cubby house wheelchair accessible, replacing 
old artificial grass in courtyards, replacing the gates to the carpark at the back of the school to make the area 
safe for our students and a shade cloth for the courtyard area. 

3. Leading improvement, innovation and change                     
Alignment of procedures. 
Establishing the whole school data plan. 
Teacher mentoring and coaching.  

4. Leading the management of the school 
Parking improvements with the City Council.  
requiring the appropriate sound acoustic dampening and dimmed lighting.  
Highlighting the need for facility requirements for accessible bathrooms and ceiling hoists in 5 classrooms which 
will provide dignity and privacy for all students. The need for some classrooms requiring hearing loops and  
classrooms  
Engaging and working with the community                    
Joined the Eastern Alliance Principal’s cluster.                
Embarked on the journey of a collaborative approach to embedding First Nations People perspective into 
learning experiences across the school. 
Intentional collaboration with Buranda SS to establish a joint yarning circle.                         
Started the creative process for a mural on the frontage of the school.     

With our shared focus for students at the centre of all our decision making, I am positive the whole school community of 
Narbethong can achieve great results. I would encourage you to give the gift of feedback at any time.  
Email Kerry at ktait2@eq.edu.au   
              
   
 

We gathered as a school community for a 2021 Anzac Day ceremony. We would like to thank LT Paul from the Australian 
Army 11th Engineering Regiment for his thoughtful words about the Anzac spirit and qualities, musicians Imogen (bugle) 
and Corporal Nathan (side drum) of the Australian Army Band for their participation in the wreath laying and flag raising 
ceremony, Vae for her New Zealand national anthem solo, Lynette from the Stones Corner Flower Shop for the beautiful 
wreath upsized and embellished at no additional cost, and Angelique and Dawn for decorating the tables with resources, 
rosemary sprigs and flowers . The students were very engaged in the ceremony and were able to explore uniforms, 
instruments and memorabilia as they ate a morning tea of Anzac biscuits. 

  

The office will be unattended during the school holidays. Please contact us at office@narbethongspecs.eq.edu.au if you 
have any queries. 

ANZAC DAY 2021 
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  On Wednesday 9th June some students and staff had the opportunity to visit Fernberg, or more formally known as 
Government House. Government House is a heritage listed mansion in Paddington and is the official residence of the 
Governor of Queensland, His Excellency The Honourable Paul de Jersey AC.  

The Governor visited our school last year for the Queensland Symphony Orchestra.  ‘Share the Joy’ concert and was so 
moved by our students and school, he invited us to visit him at Fernberg. 

What a wonderful outing it was! When we arrived The Governor came to meet us and read us a story ‘Gavel Finds His 
Place: Becoming Queensland’s Vice-Regal Dog’ based on the real life story of a German Shepard who was too friendly to 
be a police dog and found his calling as the Queen’s Representative, greeting guests at Government House. The 
Governor gave us a copy of the book and a soft toy of Gavel. 

We enjoyed a fancy morning tea of sandwiches, sausage rolls and cakes before taking a tour of the house. Some friendly 
volunteers told us about the history of the house, the antique furniture, the art hanging on the walls, and all the 
important visitors over the years including the Queen! 

But what our students really wanted to do was to meet the actual real life Gavel. So The Governor bought Gavel up to 
the house so we could all meet him. He wore a coat just like in the book and was very well behaved.  

Our day ended with a group photo outside the house with Gavel and the Governor. Everyone had such a great time. 

Thank you to Townsend Buses for getting us there and back safely. 

     

 

    

GOVERNMENT HOUSE VISIT  
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CROSS COUNTRY 2021 

The sun was shining, costumes had been created and were worn with pride, and the school assembled in readiness for 
the big school cross country event on the last Wednesday of term. Angela called for the war cry from Lilli house and 
Milli and Jayden responded with gusto, inspiring their team mates to join in. Louis house was next, led by Wil, Dominic, 
William and Gemma, who rallied their team mates to match the excitement and do Louis house proud. Participants 
listened to a warm up song to get into the spirit before moving to the start line, ready for the 2km event to begin.  

The running pace group took off first, quickly followed by the walking pace group. There were wheelchairs, bikes, 
walkers, running tethers, long canes and lots of excited students using them.  

Nathan S was first across the bubble wrap finish line for Louis and not far behind was Jayden D for Lilli. Every student 
who ventured out on the cross country course finished with their heads held high and received a “Great Effort” ribbon. 
The first four Lilli and Louis students received small trophies and lots of random prizes were handed out during the 
disco.  

Thanks to all of the volunteers on the day who supported the students to complete the event.  
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 P & C UPDATE 
It’s been a busy term with several events including the Annual General Meeting; Mother’s Day High Tea; Cookie Dough 
Fundraiser; School Hats and House Shirts Pre-order.   

 

We were fortunate enough to have South Brisbane MP Amy MacMahon attend our Annual General Meeting in response 
to the P&C’s invitation.  MP MacMahon has kindly offered to support the P&C in advocating for several improvements 
around the school. At this same meeting our 2021 Office Bearers were elected as follows:  

 President: Cherie Simes 
 Vice-President: Julia Fisher 
 Treasurer: Naree Keighley 
 Secretary: Bruce Clark  

 

Our first Mother’s Day High Tea was held at Blue Tongue Pantry on Mother’s Day Eve.  We had 28 mothers and family 
members attend this school community event with everyone having an enjoyable time. We had a small raffle at the event 
which raised $132.00. 

 

The school hats and house sports shirts have arrived; it was lovely seeing them in use at the Cross Country on 
Wednesday. There are a limited number of hats available for purchase through the office ($12.50 legionnaires cap and 
$13.50 bucket hats.) Don’t’ forget school jumpers/sweatshirt are on sale for $16 each at the moment, that’s 50% off the 
usual price.  

 

Thank you to everyone who purchased cookie dough. By now everyone should have received their orders. The response 
was way beyond our expectations with $973.00 raised that will go towards our fundraising goals for 2021.  

 

In Term 3 we are hoping to have the popular honey fundraiser as well as a school community activity/event for Father’s 
Day.  More information will be provided early in term three  

 

The next P&C meeting will be held at 9:30 am on Tuesday, 27 July 2021. Everyone is welcome to join us. If you have any 
feedback for the P&C or would like to provide input and can’t attend please feel free to email us at 
pandc@narbethongspecs.eq.edu.au . 

 

More information about Narbethong’s P&C can be found at https://narbethongspecs.eq.edu.au/our-community/pandc. 

 

We hope everyone in our school community has a relaxing break over the school holidays.  
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VISION IMPAIRMENT INTEREST GROUP – ANGELA HALLAM 

INSTRUCTIONAL LITERACY COACH – ANNA 

Every second Thursday, I run Literacy Lunch & Learn sessions. All teachers and teacher-aides are welcome to bring along 
their lunch and participate in these sessions. Recently our Literacy Lunch & Learn sessions have focussed on teaching 
phonemic and phonological awareness and systematic and explicit phonics instruction. These skills are the building blocks 
for learning to read and spell. We have been watching webinars on these topics and then discussing how we would adjust 
the evidence-based strategies for our students who are blind or have a vision impairment.   
In classrooms, this semester, our focus has been varied. In the Star Classroom, we have been focusing on shared 1:1 
reading of baggie experience books and using body signing to build receptive vocabulary. If you like to learn how to make 
your own Baggie book for your child, please have a look at: https://www.pathstoliteracy.org/strategies/make-your-own-
baggie-experience-book   
In the Square classroom, our focus has been on Shared Reading, Predictable Chart Writing and learning about letter names 
and sounds. Finally, in the Oval 1 classroom, we have been focusing on shared and guided reading with a focus on reading 
comprehension.   
Next semester, in the Square and Oval 1 classrooms, the focus will be on independent writing using the POW strategy (see 
below):  
Happy Reading and Writing, - Anna Bamber (Instructional Literacy Coach) 

    

. 

This term the VI interest group have met to share learning from and implement ideas from a Dual Media Literacy course 
and the Statewide Vision Impairment Services conference. In particular, we will be introducing the new Queensland 
Braille Learning Progressions for our Braille using and emerging learners. We also examined the Education Low Vision 
Assessment Centre (ELVAC) student observation tools including Literacy Access Assessments. Next term, the group will 
focus on clearer pathways for teaching and tracking student learning in the Expanded Core Curriculum. We have made a 
start on access technology as a priority for students, including keyboarding, word processing and internet skills and 
understandings. 
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Oh my musical goodness!  I can’t believe how fast Term Two has flown by!  Narby students have had a busy term full of 
music making activities that have supported developmental and curriculum goals.  Highlights throughout the year levels 
have included students imitating the movements of Australian animals, identifying their sounds in music and in nature, 
exploring music that represents animal characteristics and using electronic instruments to experiment with animal sounds.   
Students particularly enjoyed learning some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island children’s songs about animals.  Oval Room 
1 Class composed a jingle in support of fundraising for The Guide Dogs.  Students loved this challenge and enjoyed working 
through the steps required to compose and record a jingle. Senior students in T, Jean and Libby’s class composed sound 
effects for an audio story about a tree that gets swept out to sea and meets some interesting animal friends.  These lessons 
got pretty wild at times as students experimented with sounds of water and making music with everyday objects to 
emulate the sounds of sea creatures.  So much fun! 

 

Choir continues to be a highlight of the music week with students learning to sing different sections of the one song all at 
once!  Junior and Senior Dance has been re-introduced this semester during a lunch hour as another extra-curricular 
subject option.  Students love these classes with the opportunity to learn new dance moves and express themselves in a 
creative manner. 

 

Narby students and staff would like to give a big thank you to Dheeraj Shrestha for volunteering his time and sharing his 
talent with us!  During Week 8, Dheeraj visited with a bag full of Nepalese Tabla Drums.  Students visited the Music Room 
throughout the day for their very own class group concert.  Students sat or lay on resonance boards with speakers faced 
down so that they could feel the rhythmic dancing of each drum coming through microphones.  This was a great treat for 
our Deafblind Plus students and the perfect opportunity for staff to model ‘more’ each time before drumming continued. 

 

Dheeraj catered for all students across the school and adapted his concert style and delivery according to which class was 
present at the time.  Staff and junior students followed along with clapping in time to different rhythms and a few senior 
students took the opportunity to rap alongside the unique time and beat of these traditional instruments. 

 

A big thank you to Taka Haggarty Nishibori making this happen.  Taka organised for her friend Dheeraj to visit our school 
and brought along her performance Koto and played alongside the Tabla throughout the day.  A perfect composition for 
Wow!  Thanks so much Dheeraj and Taka for your generosity, sharing your knowledge and treating us with your talents! 

 

We are all very sad to see Taka finish her PhD studies with us this term.  Taka has shared her invaluable knowledge of music 
and the koto with our students over the semester, and I’m sure, has learnt many things from our students as well.  We 
hope that Taka stays a friend of Narby and continues to bless us with her visits and music performances in the future.  
Thank you so much Taka for giving our students the opportunity to learn such a unique instrument and also, to learn from 
you.  Best of luck for your studies.  

I can’t wait for Term 3 music!  Bring it on!   Lee  

 

 

MUSIC UPDATE – LEE 
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Mia, Nathaniel, Ivan, Jayden, Wil, Zac, Caileb, Mathew, Milli and Gemma took weekly koto lessons during term.   We 
had so much fun making music together. We explored sounds and vibration, moving our body and feeling the music. I 
have tried so many different music activities that are sometimes challenging for both the student and myself. However, 
through trying something outside of the box we have experienced some magical music learning moments. We 
experimented with a variety of ways to express our emotions through music, to explore our strengths, to learn and 
reflect on our own music learning styles. Every single lesson has been an absolute treasure.  

The koto lessons are the part of the research for my PhD at QUT. So far, I have collected nearly 70 hours of lesson video 
and 136 pages of reports from all the lessons I have undertaken at Narbethong. Starting from Term 3, the koto lessons 
will cease as I turn my attention to writing up the amazing stories we had from each lesson in the coming months. My 
final report should be delivered to QUT for consideration for the award of a PhD around the end of 2022.  

While not part of my research project, I will produce a detailed summary of Term2 lesson outcomes for each student 
and will send them to the class teachers and families. I simply cannot resist not to do this as I found so much amazing 
talent and had such wonderful learning experiences with Narby students.  

As I announced that I have to stop the lessons to the students, they all said “oh.. do you have to? I want it to be keep 
happening”. I will miss playing koto with them all but hopefully I can see them soon around the school.  

Thank you so much to the families for giving me permission to work with their children.  Thank you to all teachers and 
staff to include me in your school community and accommodate my lessons in your students’ school life. I really 
appreciated to have this opportunity.  

My first time to do koto lesson at Narbethong goes back to 2017. After these years of relationship, hopefully I can keep 
being connected with beautiful students and this amazing school.  

     

 

     

KOTO LESSONS – TAKKA HAGGERTY 
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  CURRICULUM NEWS – ANGELA HALLAM 
2016 TRIVIA NIGHT We Get Along At Narbethong 

This term we have rolled out our new positive behaviour framework “We get along at Narbethong” by focusing on each 
quality for a fortnight. It has been great to have a shared understanding and language to when are talking to students 
about positive thoughts, words and actions. The “Being the 5 Narby Be’s” song has certainly become a common tune heard 
and hummed around the school. 

     

End of semester reports 

As always, I have enjoyed reading the End of Semester reports and I congratulate the students and teachers for their 
efforts throughout the semester. I would encourage you all to value the comments over the “grade” as every teacher has 
written such positive reports on the students in their programs. If you would like to discuss any aspect of your child’s 
report, please make an appointment with their teacher or raise your questions at your next parent/teacher meeting in 
Term 3. 

Australian Curriculum Review 

The Australian Curriculum is currently under review. The last review was conducted in 2014. The review looks at the 
learning areas, general capabilities, and cross-curriculum priorities. 

Some of our staff have been involved with groups providing feedback on the review, particularly considering the 
implications of changes for students with disability. Overall, the changes look positive as the examples for teaching and the 
options for student responses to demonstrate learning are broader and more inclusive. Also, the revisions to the domains 
have aimed to reduce content and duplication. 

All reviews bring change and we will need to look at our curriculum content and delivery when the next version is launched 
and when we receive advice from the Queensland education authorities abut how our state will implement the updated 
Australian curriculum.  So, watch this space for 2022. 

Parents are invited to provide their views to ACARA until Thursday 8th July using the following link: 

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/consultation/ 
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  PHYSIOTHERAPY AND OCCUPATION THERAPY UPDATE 
2016 TRIVIA NIGHT 

 
 
Hi everyone, 

This term with communication we have been working on using our auditory scanning systems both low tech and high 
tech.  Our memory and listening skills have to be really ready to work, and we are practising our movements for 
communication (nodding our heads for yes and shaking our heads for no). 

 

                                                            

 

 

We now have a school copy of Grid 3 software, which we are using to practise auditory scanning on the computers (using 
some games, and an auditory scanning PODD pageset) – this is building on the switching work that the students have 
been practising for a while. 

 

We have also been practising using Auslan with individual students as required, and this is supporting a multimodal 
approach to communication.  Some students are using signing, symbols, scanning, gestures, and their voice to express 
what they want to say! 

 

If you have any questions about the communication systems we are modelling and using at Narbethong I would love to 
chat about it (Speech Pathologists – in for the chat 😊). 

Catriona Pine (DoE SLP) 

      

COMMUNICATION UPDATE – CATRIONA PINE 

We are remembering to 
take our communication 
systems everywhere – 
having straps on our 
systems really helps. 
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Activity focusing on Active Learning has continued throughout the school in classrooms as well as mentoring and 
coaching for teachers and teacher aides. 

On the school campus a permanent home for the boxes room has been established in the gym. This Active Learning 
environment is a small space containing cardboard boxes of many sizes. This gives a variety of activities to students 
regardless of their developmental level. Some games for their play include banging or tapping on sides of boxes, 
stacking boxes to make towers and of course knocking them down again. Counting boxes, kicking boxes, sitting in 
boxes for sitting support as well as promoting imaginary games such as riding in trains. Many other ideas for using 
boxes have been included on a poster in the boxes room. 

     

We just held another session for parents as a follow on from the very successful introduction to Active learning held 
in term one. The focus was on Active Learning and Orientation and Mobility. The emphasis was on the student 
orienting themselves to objects and spaces in their near environment rather than the mobility of moving using long 
canes. This includes opening lunch boxes and school bags, removing socks and wiping faces. Learning concepts of 
objects, how they are used and how we relate to them in the environment is very important in the learning 
programs at Narbethong. 

    
The Active Learning interest group has continued to meet regularly. In these sessions teaching staff have the 
opportunity to learn and develop skills and knowledge in the way Active Learning underpins the Australian 
Curriculum and the Expanded Core Curriculum. This term we have discussed Small Spaces, viewing video of Dr Lilli 
Nielsen working with students in Adult/Child play, reviewing the five stages of educational techniques.  Personal 
Learning Plans, as well as taking good observations. We have discussed ensuring the language and terminology of 
Active Learning is embedded into Individual Curriculum Plans and Individual Learning Plans. 

    

ACTIVE LEARNING – KATHRYN ILIFF 
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STAFF PROFILES 

SARAH STEWART – TEACHER AIDE 
 

Q. What did you want to be when you were small? 
A. A hairdresser  
Q. What makes you laugh the most? 
A. Funny jokes  
Q. What is your favourite thing about your career? 
A. Working & swimming with the amazing students at Narbethong SSS 
Q. What is your proudest accomplishment? 
A. Completing the Cert IV in disability & being a mum to my 4 kids  
Q. What is your favourite book or movie? 
A. Fast & Furious movies & mystery books  
Q. What is your biggest fear? 
A. Spiders  
Q. If you could eat one meal for the rest of your life, what would it be? 
A. Chicken schnitzel, chips and salad  
Q. What are your hobbies? 
A. Swimming, reading, jigsaw puzzles  
Q. What three items would you take with you on a deserted island? 
A. Food, books & tools to build things. 

ELODIE GEERTSEMA - PHYSIOHERAPIST         
I am Elodie Geertsema, Physiotherapist at Narbethong Special School and Sunnybank Special School. 

I was born in South Africa, in a small farming town, Groblersdal, grew up with a lot of dogs, chickens, racing pigeons and 
horses. We’re a musical family and enjoyed singing and performing from a young age, which resulted in me achieving a 
music degree and a teaching diploma after finishing school. I taught music and math for a year (including choirs, school 
performances and concerts), but realised that my music should be my hobby and not my job. I decided to study 
physiotherapy (because my younger sister was one by then and she seemed very happy!) as a mature student and got 
married in my 3rd year. After my studies we worked in England for 4 years, travelled and enjoyed Europe and decided to 
settle in Australia. My brother with his family were living in Toowoomba and we found work there to start. We now have 2 
kids, Ben is 12 and Maya is 9, and 2 dogs, Eddie and Timmie. I sing in the Brisbane Chamber Choir and still love to make 
music with my family around the bonfire we lit often. 

I grew up with an uncle who had spastic quadriplegic CP and throughout  
my upbringing he was being part of the family in all aspects, with very 
limited resources.  I had to learn to communicate with him and saw that 
he was a valuable member of the farm by looking after the strawberry  
patch and the ducks (with support).  From my first placement at Uni  
(at a spastic school in South Africa!!), I knew that I wanted to work with 
children with disabilities and that I love to work in teams to better the 

outcome of kids with disabilities.   It takes a village to raise a child! 

  

Me with hair!!         
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MICHAELA BRETT – ECDP TEACHER 
 
Q.  How long have you worked at Narby? 
A.   13 ½ years. 
Q.  What is your favourite thing about your career? 
A.   All the beautiful children I teach. 
Q.  What did you want to be when you were small? 
A.   A vet. 
Q.   What makes you laugh the most? 
A.   My funny dog, Lola and Miss Trish in the Hexagon room.  
Q.  What is your proudest accomplishment?  
A.   My cob loaf dip. 
Q.   What is your favourite book?  
A.    All the Harry Potter books. 
Q.   If you could eat one meal for the rest of your life, what would it be? 
A.   Kimchi pancake.  
Q.  What are your hobbies? 
A.   Touch, netball, bushwalks, reading and making platters. 
Q.   What is your signature dish? 
A.   Potato and haloumi salad. 
Q.  Where is your favourite place? 
A.   Double Island Point. 
 

 

STAFF PROFILES 
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CLASSROOM NEWS 
 

CIRCLE ROOM – JENNY/KATI 

It has certainly been a busy Term 2 in the Pre-Prep program with some amazing highlights and sadly, some moments of 
absolute heartbreak.  On the 6th of May, our beautiful little warrior, Zayden left this world.  He passed away peacefully, 
surrounded by his family and the love of all who knew him.  Little Zayden touched the hearts of everyone he met and he had a 
smile that bought joy to the world.  He formed deep friendships with his classmates at Narby and is missed each and every 
day.   Our class will not be quite the same without him. 

Despite our sadness at farewelling Zayden, we had the immense pleasure of welcoming little Ricky to our class this term.  
Ricky is a delightful young man who has joined us from playgroup and he has settled straight into the 2 day a week kindy 
program like a champion!  Ricky enjoys using the support bench, standing in the Hopsadress and hanging out with his friend 
Liam.   

The rest of our little Kindy class continues to achieve their learning goals and constantly amaze us with their enthusiasm for 
learning.  Rayson has been making great progress with holding his white cane and is developing his orientation and mobility 
skills to explore new and increasingly bigger spaces each day.  Phillip is walking longer distances within the classroom and is 
using more and more words each day to communicate.  Maya is learning how to put lids onto containers, is playing alongside 
her peers more often and has even been “helping an adult” to complete some simple jobs around the school.  Liam has been 
working hard on his prone skills and recently lifted his head to roll over to get off the low wedge.  He thought this was very 
funny.  Liam has also been exploring the Grid 3 program on the computer to use the “talking PODD” during his sessions with 
our wonderful speechie Catriona. 

Our little class definitely knows how to pack a full week of work into just two days at kindy.  We are all immensely proud of 
their achievements and we can’t wait to see what lays ahead in term 3! 

Jen, Helen, Kim and Kath 
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My goodness - term 2 has gone by so quickly in our pre-prep classroom! Jimmy, Tyrell, Elodie, Pippa, Aria, Bexley, Krystal, 
Charlie, Davina, Tey and Addie have all been having lots of fun playing at Narby on Tuesdays and Wednesdays. We have 
been learning about Plant and Gardens and have engaged in a range of activities that have focused on this learning area 
including singing songs and reading stories. We brainstormed lots of things that you might find in a garden and wrote a big 
list together. Some highlights for us were planting seeds, visiting the Narby garden, making a garden collage, walking to the 
creek, finding some pumpkins growing on vines, cooking carrot and zucchini muffins, grinding up fresh herbs from the 
garden in the mortar and pestle and playing with the pretend insect garden. Craft activities that we enjoyed this term were 
making a spider web using sticks and wool and painting a pot. We have planted a succulent in our painted pot and are 
excited to take them home to share with our families. After the holidays we are looking forward to welcoming a new friend, 
Daisy to our class who is moving up from playgroup. Take care everyone. 
 
 
 

 

DIAMOND ROOM – MICHAELA 
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HEXAGON ROOM – ELAINE and TRISHA 
 

It has been an exciting term in the Hexagon room. It has been a pleasure and a privilege to see how these 8 students 
have made progress, working hard to achieve their goals. Some of our classmates also showed heaps of resilience, just 
like Rickys’ resilence, bouncing back after medical procedures and other health altercations.  

We had many exciting events this term. From Birthdays, under 8’s day, musician visits, Mothers’ day gift making and an 
outing to Government House. We made a ANZAC wreath together using Rosemary and native flowers. These were all “I 
like it”, “great”, but my favourite times in the classroom was seeing how friendships are being formed when we all played 
learning games together. We participated in building games and then knocking it down.  We also enjoyed  switch games 
and making the puppet catch the teachers!! 

There is no such a thing as perfection, only progress. And this group of 8 boys have surely made progress.  

Trisha, Elaine and Team 
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TRIANGLE ROOM – MADELINE & ANITA 

This term the Triangle Room students have been enthusiastically participating in our Active Learning program.  The 
teaching team implement our program using the Five Phases of Educational Treatment; whereby students have been 
offered objects and activities to identify their likes and dislikes.   

We continue to utilise various perceptualising aides to facilitate activity for our students.  The Hopsa-dress, Support 
Bench, Little Room, Den, Ball Forest, Essef and Resonance Boards are all used to allow our students to be active 
participants in their learning. 

We have gained valuable insights into what motivates our students and have used this information to teach our unit ‘My 
Favourite Things’.  Students have been strengthening their communicative behaviours to conventional express a 
preference.  Our focussed reading time has been a real favourite and the class have thoroughly enjoyed participating in 
the shared reading of our core texts.   

 

The classroom team are so proud of all the hard work our students put into each school day.  Thank you for a great term 
Triangle Room, we are looking forward to another semester full of fun and hard work. 
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  CRESCENT ROOOMS 1 & 2 – T, JEAN & LIBBY 
MIDDLE 3 – DIANNE D 

RECTANGLE ROOM – LAURA & SHARON 

Ethan, Shontikka , Ayden, Seb, Ruby, Isa, Tommy, Willow and Nicholas. 

Term two has been busy and active for all of our students.   

The seniors have enjoyed several sailing days with Ruby joining them on two occasions (leading up to her senior years of 
schooling).  These days are glorious; fresh air, great sensory experience, meeting (past Narby students and staff) and new 
friends.  The sailability people provide a wonderful service with so much practical support, allowing our students to 
experience sailing in the small two person dinghies. 

Other special events which were participated in by our double class were: the school Anzac Celebration, Bowling (in the 
city at Strike Bowling), Class sleepover, Stones corner library (seniors) and the ‘in school’ Tabla concert.   Our class created 
a great wreath honouring the animals who served in wars (purple poppies) linking the Anzac story to our literacy unit.  
We also made Anzac biscuits in our class, enjoying the smells and handling some of the ingredients.  We were able to 
share a few with all of our families. 

Our students enjoyed these varied opportunities to engage with other people and new experiences. 

Our pool program has been well attended by our students.  We enjoy the opportunity to work closely in the water with 
our students.  Each one is stretching and moving so much more than they are able to out of the pool.  Communication is 
enhanced as staff work closely and individually with each student.  Isa and Nicholas in particular are very active and Willow 
enjoys to hold hands. 

Wheelchair games and dancing makes a fun finish to our school week most Fridays.  It’s great to see Tommy lift his head 
up and engage in what is happening (as this activity is new to him this year). 

Friday is also the school disco and a particular favourite with Shontikka.  The music is often chosen to link with the 
calendar.  At other times students or staff are asked to make selections; so the choices of music are very eclectic.   

Ethan is reaching out to his schoolmates (literally).  We often see him holding someone’s hand and the great part of this 
is that the other student accepts this and holds his hand too.   

Our unit of work has focussed on animals, and reading stories where the animals have human characteristics (Dreamtime 
stories were great for this).  There were opportunities for switching work, handling concrete materials & giving opinions. 
We are excited to use our new large interactive screen which has been very useful in accessing media and information. 

We will finish this term with our school Cross Country in the last week.  Looking forward to a great second semester 
together. 

T, Jean and Libby 

Crescent room teachers.   
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AKA, The Boys’ Club 

This term we have been able to venture out of the ‘cave’ and take a stroll into the community for 
some orientation and mobility, beyond the school grounds. The boys enjoy getting out for a walk and 
exploring the local park. It is also a great space to reinforce turn taking, especially with younger park 
goers. We are proud of the students’ ability to respect others through modelled behaviour.  

Communication has remained a priority during Term 2 and we continue to see growth in each 
student’s development. We are strengthening individual skills learned in Term 1 and trying to expand 
on their repertoire of words, whether that be verbal, in brailed form, or through assistive technologies. 
We look forward to seeing each student reap the rewards from increased communication and 
conversational speech. It is empowering!  

 

 

RECTANGLE ROOM – LAURA & SHARON 

The Rectangle Room - AKA The ‘M.A.N’ Cave (Max, Amaziah and Nic) 

This term we have been able to venture out of the ‘cave’ and take a stroll into the community for some orientation 
and mobility, beyond the school grounds. The boys enjoy getting out for a walk and exploring the local park. It is also 
a great space to reinforce turn taking, especially with younger park goers. We are proud of the students’ ability to 
respect others through modelled behaviour.  

Communication has remained a priority during Term two and we continue to see growth in each student’s 
development. We are strengthening individual skills learned in Term one and trying to expand on their repertoire of 
words. Whether that be verbal, in brailled form, or through assistive technologies. We look forward to seeing each 
student reap the rewards from increased communication and conversational speech. It is empowering!  
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HEART ROOM - SARAH 

 

Term two has provided opportunities for the girls in the heart room to make progress within the familiar routine of the 
week. I am so proud of each of the girls for incorporating the 5 Narby Be’s into their daily practice. Each of them shows that 
they are organised, kind, confident, persistent and resilient. The Narby Be’s song was so frequently requested and hummed 
that it has become part of our morning routine at the talking table. I’m loving hearing them encourage each other with 
phrases like ‘you’re so kind’, ‘you can do it’ and ‘it’s ok’. 

 

Our pet’s unit is coming to an end, but I’m sure ‘The Heart Room Pets’ text will still be much requested. We have enjoyed 
asking questions and collecting data about pets to display on our tactile graphs. The scariest pet is a snake and the most 
popular pet is a dog. 

 

In addition to the curriculum-based activities, we have raised the bar in our fitness and fun activities each morning. We have 
been joining the rectangle room to the library, going above and beyond at the gym, accessing parks and features outside the 
school and trying new activities in the pool! As creature of habits, we still end the day with a meditation using the Smiling 
Minds program and have found some new favourite tracks – “Sounds of the Outback” and “The Wish Tree”.  

 

Over the term, each of the students have shown persistence and confidence with their individual programs.  

 

Trinity continues to work hard, in and out of her chair “Miss Speedy.” She has made great progress reading and writing braille, 
as well as beginning to touch type. Trinny enjoys completing physical challenges such as walking up the office stairs, trying 
new equipment in the gym and using her exercise bike in the pool! 

 

Asha has been exploring the Stones Corner bus station on Tuesday mornings and enjoys telling her friends what she’s heard 
whilst sitting at the station. Asha has been enthusiastic about choir this term and loves to belt out a tune on the microphone!  

 

Hannah has been exploring the near park for O & M on a Wednesday morning. She enjoys using the exercise equipment and 
using her long cane on the different paths. Hannah is the organiser of the classroom and makes sure everyone has what they 
need at meal times and is the first to help tidy the room! 

 

Jenna is our social butterfly! She loves nothing more than visiting friends, listening to a story or having a chat with her peers. 
She loves giggling in the ball bit, spinning on the spider swing and feeling the sun on her face as she uses the walker to explore 
taxi road. 

 

Enjoy the winter break – Sarah, Angela and Jas 
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  SQUARE ROOM – JESSIE 
JESSJESSIE 

Term two has been so eventful in the Square room. Saiyan, Nathaniel, Caleb, Mia and Ivan have been getting more 
familiar with each other and with classroom routines.  

In literacy, we continued to explore our favourite things. These have included various smells, places, activities and sounds. 
Our class books to support these topics have been ‘I can smell’ by Julie Murray, ‘Possum goes to school’ by Melanie Carter, 
‘I went to Narbethong’ by Jessie, ‘Polar bear polar bear what do you hear?’ by Bill Martin Junior. Each book was presented 
to students with a Cortical Vision Impairment adapted version and a braille copy with appropriate sounds. Caleb, Ivan, 
Nathaniel, Saiyan and Mia also had opportunities to visit places, participate in activities and explore and smell real objects 
and food. During each experience, staff shared the task of commenting on smells, places, activities and sounds using 
verbal communication, Australian Sign Language (AUSLAN) and PODD. They also modelled writing these statements in 
print and braille. This continued to be an engaging activity this term. 

Numeracy also connected to our favourite things theme. Mia, Saiyan, Ivan, Caleb and Nathaniel all had opportunities to 
select an option to contribute to data collection. They were then offered the task of representing the data using balls in 
containers and building towers with large DUPLO. For example, they were all asked: “Do you like the smell of the 
orange?”. 

This term we have also celebrated three classmates’ birthdays and attended two special events – Under 8s day and Cross 
country. Ivan, Caleb, Nathaniel, Mia and Saiyan all enjoyed singing happy birthday to their friends and sharing party food. 
They also enjoyed making pretend birthday cakes with play dough. The Under 8’s Toy Tea Party was so much fun. We 
participated in musical dots, pass the parcel and musical statues before sharing morning tea and showing off our favourite 
toys from home. Nathaniel, Caleb, Mia, Ivan and Saiyan also enjoyed socialising with the whole school and participating in 
the cross country race.  

Have a safe and happy holiday! 

Jessie, Naomie, Jas and Cathy T  
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Hard to believe another fabulous term has come to an end. The Star room team are always super excited when we see our 
students hard work and perseverance be rewarded when they learn to do a small step of an activity or achieve a goal for 
themselves. And this term has certainly seen some great goals accomplished. Anna-Mary has taken some independent 
steps in the pool and has also been stepping in the walker to travel greater distances. Dean has succeeded in independent 
balanced sitting against a wall and beginning to move himself in the chair swing. Macka  stretched his legs standing tall in 
the standing frame and explore more movement while sitting on a tricycle in the Hopsa suit. Noorjan was thrilled with our 
new sensory corner moving her head to look around and take part in a hand desensitization program with smiles. Ulil ‘s has 
been gaining confidence and has begun a sighted guide technique whilst he begins to explore walls and surfaces during his 
transitions and has thoroughly enjoying his hand washing activity. 

This term our students have been using sensory ‘baggie’ book written texts, ‘I look after my pet cat’ and ’I want a pet’ to 
explore animal characters and pets. The stories include sensory objects to tell the story, feel and further develop body sign 
vocabulary. 

Our class would like to thank Lee for organising a Tabla drum guest to Narbethong. We all felt the different vibrations from 
this instrument through the resonance boards, it was such a wonderful, unique experience.  

Thank you Star room students and parents for a great term. We look forward to the next semester full of enjoyment, 
learning  and hard work.  

Sue, Koula, Kathy, Fran. 

   

   

 

STAR ROOM - SUE 
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OVAL ROOM 1 - OLIVIA 

 

The second term has been just as busy if not busier than the first term! It was fantastic coming back to what is now a familiar 
classroom with students I know so many wonderful things about. We have established a great foundation for what I am sure 
will be an amazing year overall. 

As a whole class we have continued with the same classroom routine for this term and have wrapped up our Unit focus of 
‘Pets and Animals’. Each student worked so hard in achieving their academic goals this semester and I am so proud of them! 
The students have also been enjoying and thriving with their Auslan program, and it is often used to communicate small 
messages each day. The prospect of my students being bilingual is very exciting and is such a useful tool for them to have up 
their sleeve! 

Something new that was introduced this term was a five week TRUE Program. Through this program our teenage students 
learnt about the physical anatomy, changing bodies, healthy relationships and how to keep ourselves safe. It was such a well-
run program with age appropriate activities that allowed the students to really think about how the content related to them. 
All the students found it engaging and enjoyable but most of all felt that is was a safe and comfortable learning environment.  

We had two whole class excursions this term; the first being to a Variety Inclusive Sports Day. It was an amazing event that 
allowed students to experience many different types of sports, all adapted to suit their needs. The second outing was to 
Government House. We had been invited by the Governor after his visit to the school last year. He was kind enough to read 
us a story, provide a lovely morning tea and even gave us a detailed tour of Government House. We always love venturing 
outside of the classroom and look forward to going out again as a class next semester.  

It has been a very busy semester with learning through enjoyment. Enjoy your break and I will see you all next term! 

Olivia  
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Hi Everyone!  

I can’t quite believe we are already at the end of term two! 

Wil, Zac, Dominic, Jayden and Caileb have worked incredibly hard this semester and should be extremely proud of all of 
their achievements. There have been some big highlights this term including: The Variety Sports Day, Cross Country, 
Government House visit and an amazing Tabla (hand drum) performance by Dheeraj.   

During Term Two, Wil and Zac have been sailing weekly with Sailability. The boys have loved sailing in the sunshine and 
really look forward to their outing on Thursdays. The class has enjoyed catching up with the Churchie boys on Mondays and 
Tuesdays for swimming and running races. As always, cooking (something sweet or cheesy) is always a favourite along with 
touch-typing and music.  

Have a lovely holiday, stay warm and we will see you in Term Three!  

Juliana, Lesley and Tess 😊  

 

    

OVAL ROOM 2 - JULIANA 
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